From Teosinte to Corn:
Making Modern Crops
Corn has gone through a series of changes over time to change from the branchy, small-kerneled teosinte
to result in the plant we know today. These changes have been facilitated by:
1) Domestication

2) Crop improvement

3) Introduction of novel traits 4) Modern crop design

Each of these steps has relied on the emergence of new genetic variants - genetic mutants
that had new traits that were beneficial for agriculture.

1) Teosinte branched1
(tb1 )

The wild ancestor of maize,
teosinte, is a bushy plant that
produces few seeds compared
to modern maize varieties.
During maize domestication,
humans selected for genes that
suppress branching and
promote bigger ears with
more kernel rows. One of the
genes that was selected for is
teosinte branched1 (tb1). tb1
mutants have many branches
(like teosinte) and have tassels
in the place of ears. Selecting
for tb1 allowed for more
plants to be grown in a smaller
space and allowed maize to
maintain female ears.

2) Drooping leaf
(drl)
Since the middle of
the 20th century,
much of the focus
in crop improvement has been in
enhancing yield per
hectare rather than the
yield of an individual plant.
One way to accomplish this
is to grow plants with more
vertical leaves, as they will
not suffer reduced yield
when planted closer
together. The drooping leaf
(drl) genes control leaf
angle, and particular drl
alleles have been selected
for by modern corn
breeders. Understanding
how genes like the drl genes
function helps in the design
of modern crops.

3) Sweet corn

Sweet corn is the result of
mutations in a gene that
encodes for a protein
involved in making starch
out of sugar molecules.
Because these mutations
break this gene, sugar is no
longer stored as starch in
corn kernels, and instead
gives us delicious sweet
corn. The mutation found in
commercial North American sweet corn actually
popped up in a field in the
northeast - sometime
before Europeans made it
to North America. So
sweet corn is as local as it
gets for New Englanders!

4) Fasciated ear
(fea4 )

In some maize
mutants, fasciation,
or broadening,
occurs in ears. One of these
mutants is called fasciated ear 4
(fea4). The gene causing this
trait codes for a transcription
factor (a gene that controls
other genes) in a previously
unknown growth pathway.
While strong alleles can cause
broader but shorter ears, weak
alleles of this gene increase
kernel number without
decreasing the ear length. This
leads to higher yield. Ongoing
research will use modern
molecular tools to improve
crops by altering the function
of this gene.

Glossary
Gene

A region of DNA that encodes for a protein that performs a function

Allele

One variety of a gene that can vary in its ability to perform a gene
function. Each plant has two of these for every gene.

Genotype

The two alleles of each gene that are found within a plant organism

Phenotype

The physical result of having a specific genotype

Wildtype

The allele found in the “normal” plant, and the phenotype expected
when you have two copies of this allele

Mutant

A change in the DNA sequence of an allele, and the phenotype expected
when you have two copies of this allele

Selection

The process of removing poor alleles from the gene pool while
promoting strong alleles coding for advantageous traits. This can be
natural or human-mediated.

Domestication

The process of selecting for a suite of traits beneficial to humans that
turned plants from wild species into crops (see teosinte branched1)

Improvement

The process of breeding crops with specific traits to improve
performance in the field (see drooping leaf and sweet corn)

Teosinte

The wild ancestor of maize from the highlands of Mexico. It was much
bushier, and had harder seed coats with fewer seeds per cob.
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